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Introduction

The aim of this text proposal is to clarify the timing requirements for initialisation of DCHs and DSCHs.

The relative timing between the frame boundaries on the different channels is defined already in section 7 of
TS25.211. However, this does not specify the absolute timing of the commencement of channels, which it is
necessary to specify in WG1 in order to avoid blind detection in the receivers.

It has been proposed that the information in section 7 of TS25.214 (“Procedures in Packet Data Transfer”),
which currently describes a procedure for initialisation of DCHs and DSCHs, should be cleaned up by deleting
unnecessary information. The remainder of the information (notably the text on power control, as contained in
the text proposal in R1-99h04 which was agreed in the adhoc 14 meeting in New York, and which is available
for WG1#9 as R1-99i12) is proposed to be moved to more appropriate parts of the Specification in a separate
Change Request, CR25214-015 in R1-99i13. The text proposal in this document is designed to supersede and
clarify the timing information given in section 7 of TS25.214.

The key feature of this text proposal is that it is necessary to specify the amount of time which will be available
to the UE to decode the FACH before commencement of the related channels. This time is referred to as T1-min.
We suggest that T1-min should be set to 15 slots, being the maximum length of time which could be required by a
low-rate terminal. This is consistent with the current assumptions about the time taken to decode TPC bits.

The exact frame boundary at which the related channels will commence can then be determined in terms of Tn

and Tk (which define the relative frame timings in section 7 of TS25.211) and T1-min. Depending on the values
of Tn and Tk it is necessary to add a number of frames offset, Noffset, before the channels can commence.

The time between the end of the relevant FACH frame and the start of the DL DPCCH is shown in figures 3 – 5
as T1. We aim to find the earliest possible starting time for the DL DPCCH consistent with the specified value
of T1-min and the prevailing values of Tn and Tk.

T1 can be written as:

( ) chips  3840025602561 ×+×−×−= offsetpcpkn NNTTT , where Npcp is a higher layer parameter and

represents the length of the power control preamble in slots. (Npcp is defined to be able to take values of 0 or 8
in CR25214-015 in R1-99i13.) Npcp x 2560 is therefore equal to the number of chips in the power control
preamble. Tn and Tk are defined in TS25.211 as having units of 1/10 slot, and can take integer values in the
range 0 … 149.

The value of Noffset depends on whether the prevailing values of Tn and Tk result in a value of T1 which is
greater than or less than T1-min:

 1  when  min1384002560256)( −≥+×−×− TNTT pcpkn

2  when  min1384002560256)( −<+×−×− TNTT pcpkn

                                                  and min13840022560256)( −≥×+×−×− TNTT pcpkn

Noffset =



 3  when  min13840022560256)( −<×+×−×− TNTT pcpkn

These equations can be rearranged (as in the following text proposal) to indicate more clearly the ranges of
values of Tn which result in particular delays in initiating the DCH or DSCH.

Figures 3 – 5 show the FACH frame which contains information pertinent to the setting up of the DCH or
DSCH. The timing reference is given by the P-CCPCH, from which the FACH frames are offset by Tk x 256
chips. The power control preamble on the DL DPCCH commences at the time T1 after the end of the FACH
frame, such that the frame boundary after Npcp slots is offset by Tn x 256 chips from the P-CCPCH frame
boundaries. T1 must be greater than T1-min. The UL DPCCH starts at a time T0 after the start of the DL DPCCH,
where T0 is defined to be 1024 chips in section 7.6.3 of TS25.211.

The PDSCH frame boundaries, as shown in figure 3, are aligned to the P-CCPCH frame boundaries. The first
frame on the PDSCH commences as close as possible to the first frame boundary on the DL DPCCH, subject to
the stipulation (in section 7.5 of TS25.211) that it must commence between 1 slot before the DL DPCCH frame
boundary and 14 slots after the the DL DPCCH frame boundary.

In figure 4, the DL DPDCH starts at the first frame boundary on the DL DPCCH, i.e. at the end of the power
control preamble on the DL DPCCH.

In figure 5, the UL DPDCH starts at the first frame boundary on the UL DPCCH, i.e. at the end of the power
control preamble on the UL DPCCH, or T0 after the first frame boundary on the DL DPCCH.
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7         Procedures in Packet Data Transfer

7.1       Rapid Initialization of DCH for Packet Data Transfer
A rapid initialization procedure for establishing a DCH is defined to support bursting packet data transfer.  The
rapid initialization may be invoked for downlink packet data transfer on the DSCH or uplink packet data
transfer on the DCH.  The procedure may also be invoked to resume a recently discontinued DCH connection.

7.1.1      Rapid Initialization of DCH for Packet Data Transfer using DSCH

The synchronization of the DSCH/DCH pair may be expedited so that data transmission using DSCH can
commence in slightly over 10 ms following the FACH burst assigning the TFCI using DCH. Figure 3shows the
timing diagram of RACH/FACH to DCH/DCH+DSCH state transition.  The parameter TA specifies the
RACH/FACH response time. The parameters TB, TC and TD are referenced relative to the FACH frame. TB

specifies the time period when the downlink DPCCH is started. The parameter TC specifies the period at which
the UE will start the uplink DPCCH. Finally, TD specifies the period that the DCH will be stable and the first
frame of data may arrive.  The parameters TB, TC, and TD have the following relationship:

                                                                           TB < TC << TD

                                                                     TD = TB + Nslots*0.666

where Nslots is a positive integer.

In order to initialise fast uplink link power control loop, searcher and channel estimator at the Node B, the UE
will adhere to the following:

-     The transmission of uplink link DPCCH will start at Nslots slots  (1 to 15 slots) prior to the scheduled
downlink packet data transmission using DSCH.

-     The DPCCH will be transmitted with an additional negative power offset  Poffset  from the computed open
loop estimate.

-     The initial power control step size for transmitting the DPCCH will be set at Pstep  (typically: 2dB).

-     The UE will revert back to the normal power control (PC) step size upon the receipt of the first down
power control command during the uplink DPCCH transmission phase,

-     The step size always goes back to its nominal setting in the beginning of  DSCH transmission

The parameters TB, TC, TD , Nslots, Poffset and Pstep may be negotiated with each individual UE or broadcast by the
system so that the transition from RACH/FACH to DCH/DCH+DSCH sub-state is optimised.

7.1.2      Rapid Initialization of DCH for Uplink Packet Data Transfer

The synchronization of the DCH may also be expedited for the transfer of uplink packet data.. Figure 4 shows
the same parameters TB, TC, and TD applied to an uplink packet data transfer.  The UE, upon detecting data in
its queue, transmits a RACH with measurement report.  After the UTRAN assigns the DCH via the FACH
message,  the downlink DPCCH is started after a time period TB.  The UE then begins transmission of the
uplink DPCCH for reasons as outlined in section 7.3.4  at time period TC.  TC is measured relative to the FACH
transmit timing.  Finally, the UE begins transmitting the data on the DPDCH after the period.  The procedure
for starting the uplink DPCCH transmission will be similar to Section 7.3.4.1
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7.1.3      Resumption of DCH for Downlink or Uplink Packet Data
Transfer

The synchronization of the DCH technique may be used to resume a DCH/DCH+DSCH connection that has
been dropped for a short period..  This is applicable for packet data transfer using DSCH or uplink DPDCH or
bi-directional data transfer using DSCH/Uplink DPDCH. Figure 5 shows the case where the DCH has been
discontinued based on an inactivity timer TE.   The UTRAN, upon detecting data in the queue, may resume the
DCH operation provided the period TE has not elapsed.  Typically TE is set to 1000msec.
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Figure 3: Rapid Initialization of DCH for packet data transfer over the DSCH
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Figure 4: Rapid initialization of the DCH for transfer of uplink packet data
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Figure 5: Resumption of the DCH for transmission of downlink packet data
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7          Timing relations for initialisation of channels

7.1        Initialisation of DSCH
Figure 3 shows the timing relationships between the physical channels involved in the initialisation of a DSCH. The
downlink DPCCH shall commence at a time T1 after the end of the relevant FACH frame, where

( ) chips  3840025602561 ×+×−×−= offsetpcpkn NNTTT ,  where:

Npcp is a higher layer parameter set by the network, and represents the length of the power control preamble in slots;

     1  when  15010
256

min1 −+≥− −
pcpkn N

T
TT

Noffset =    2  when  15010
256

30010
256

min1min1 −+<−≤−+ −−
pcpknpcp N

T
TTN

T

     3  when  30010
256

min1 −+<− −
pcpkn N

T
TT

T1-min = 38400 chips (i.e.15 slots), and is the maximum time permitted for the UE to decode the FACH frame before
the first frame of the DPCCH is received;

Tn and Tk are parameters defining the timing of the frame boundaries on the DL DPCCH and S-CCPCH respectively
(see section 7.1 of TS25.211). These parameters are provided by higher layers.

The uplink DPCCH shall commence at a time T0 (see section 7.6.3 of TS25.211) after the start of the downlink
DPCCH.

The PDSCH shall commence at the nearest P-CCPCH frame boundary to the end of the DL DPCCH power control
preamble, subject to the restrictions in section 7.5 of TS25.211.
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Figure 3: Timing of initialisation of DSCH
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7.2        Initialisation of downlink DCH
Figure 4 shows the timing relationships between the physical channels involved in the initialisation of a downlink
DCH.  The definitions of T1, Npcp, Noffset, T1-min, Tn, Tk and T0 are as in section 7.1.

The downlink DPDCH shall commence at a time T2 after the end of the relevant FACH frame, where

T2 = T1 + Npcp x 2560 chips.
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Figure 4: Timing of initialisation of DL DCH

7.3        Initialisation of uplink DCH
Figure 5 shows the timing relationships between the physical channels involved in the initialisation of an uplink DCH.
The definitions of T1, Npcp, Noffset, T1-min, Tn, Tk and T0 are as in section 7.1.

The uplink DPDCH shall commence at a time T3 after the end of the relevant FACH frame, where

T3 = T1 + T0 + Npcp x 2560 chips.
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Figure 5: Timing of initialisation of UL DCH


